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The photos come from the AcuraZine forum , where one user claims to have found the
renderings by digging around in the RDX's software. The many renderings, which you can see
on the original post , show the exteriors of both cars from multiple angles, along with interior
illustrations showing ambient lighting. Acura's official response claims that these photos are
"conceptual renderings based on our Precision Concept design language The TLX's redesign
looks to be a more exciting redux, with an athletic-looking profile, aggressive front-end styling,
and an interesting kink at the trailing edge of the rear door. There's no word on any mechanical
details of the next-generation TLX or MDX, but Acura has confirmed that it plans to introduce
performance-oriented Type S versions of future models. These will be powered by a
turbocharged V-6 engine that should produce considerably more power than Acura's current 3.
We expect the new MDX to arrive first, likely going on sale late this year as a model. The TLX's
redesign will be further off, likely to go on sale sometime next year as a model. For now, though,
you can head to the original post on AcuraZine to see more photos of both cars, including
interior renderings. New Cars. Buyer's Guide. Type keyword s to search. Today's Top Stories.
Specs Detailed. User "rdx. You may be able to find the same content in another format, or you
may be able to find more information, at their web site. Buy Now. Cooling Car Seat Cover. Side
Window Shade. Dashboard-Mounted Fan. This content is created and maintained by a third
party, and imported onto this page to help users provide their email addresses. You may be able
to find more information about this and similar content at piano. Advertisement - Continue
Reading Below. More From News. Acura is doubling down on performance, the company tells
us, and the new Acura TLX Type S is an indication of what that means in practice. The Type S
treatment will go beyond the A-Spec trim, which brings sporty looks but not much in the way of
actual performance improvements. Using that sedan as a template, we have a pretty good idea
of what to expect from the upcoming Acura MDX Type S, whose existence was just revealed by
a leaked internal Acura Powerpoint presentation. So, what can we expect from a hotter MDX?
Pair that with the aforementioned twin-turbo V-6, perhaps boosted to a higher output compared
to the TLX or paired with a performance version of the company's hybrid drive, and the MDX
Type S should have fresh moves to back up its new duds. New duds which, if you might
remember, we've already seen. A curious AcuraZine forum user already uncovered the MDX
deep within the user interface of the RDX, providing us with an unprecedented and clear look at
the design direction. The TLX, simply because of its lithe proportions, is likely to be the best
implementation of this design language in the flesh, but there's no denying the MDX will have
some serious presence. And we assume the MDX Type S will be suitably more aggressive in
appearanceâ€”following the TLX Type S's lead with A-Spec darker head - and taillights, in
combination with exclusive Type S bits like multiple exhaust outlets, matte black accents, and
perhaps some more aggressive elements in the front and rear fascias. Based on the leaked
chart, the new MDX could bow later this year as a modelâ€”and certainly before Acura reveals
the new compact sedan and its Type S version which appears to be an ILX replacement.
Conspicuously, the RDX isn't pegged to get a Type S modelâ€”we're not sure why, but if we
figure it out we'll get back to you. Close Ad. Watch Originals. Join MotorTrend. Alex Kierstein
Words. Share on Facebook Share on Twitter. Get free, customized ideas to outsmart
competitors and take your search marketing results to the next level with Alexa's Site Overview
tool. Discover even more ideas with a free trial of Alexa's Advanced Plan. You'll find the tools
you need to drive more traffic, including:. These are customized keyword recommendations this
site could target to drive more traffic. Keyword Gaps Keywords driving traffic to competitors,
but not to this site. Easy-to-Rank Keywords Popular keywords within this site's competitive
power. Buyer Keywords Keywords that show a high purchase intent. Optimization Opportunities
Very popular keywords already driving some traffic to this site. Topics that this site and its
competitors published articles on that were mentioned in public Twitter or Reddit posts. The
competitors list can be found next to the search input field above. These metrics show how this
site compares to its competitors. The average search traffic percentage for this site's
competitors. The average bounce rate for this site's competitors. Sites that share the same
visitors and search keywords with this site, sorted by most overlap to least overlap. A relative
level of audience overlap between this site and similar sites. A site with a higher score shows
higher audience overlap than a site with lower score. Alexa Rank is an estimate of this site's
popularity. The rank is calculated using a combination of average daily visitors to this site and
pageviews on this site over the past 3 months. The site with the highest combination of visitors
and pageviews is ranked 1. This chart shows the Alexa Rank trend for this site over a trailing 90
day period. Improve results from search and content marketing. Use Alexa's keyword research
tools to:. This site is not gaining any traffic from these keywords. If competitors are gaining
traffic from the keyword, this may be a good investment opportunity. An estimate of the traffic
that competitors are getting for this keyword. The score is based on the popularity of the

keyword, and how well competitors rank for it. The score ranges from 1 least traffic to most
traffic. An estimate of how frequently this keyword is searched across all search engines. The
score ranges from 1 least popular to most popular. Boost traffic by filling gaps. An estimate of
how relevant a keyword is to this site. The score is based on the keyword's relevance to other
keywords that currently drive traffic to this site. The score ranges from 1 least relevant to most
relevant. How to find easy keywords. An estimate of how difficult it is to rank highly for this
keyword in organic search. The score ranges from 1 least competition to most competition.
Optimizing for buyer keywords. Growing traffic for these popular keywords may be easier than
trying to rank for brand new keywords. Improving existing content. A competitor keyword
analysis is a great way to find the best keyword opportunities, and solidify your content
marketing and SEO strategy. Benchmark and track your performance relative to your
competitors. Alexa's competitive analysis tools help you identify competitor strengths and
weaknesses you can leverage to get the edge. Use these to compare website traffic against
competitors, find gaps in your content and SEO strategy, or find sites that share an audience.
How to increase search traffic. Ordered by how many other websites link to them, which can be
used to evaluate a site's reputation on the internet. Also referred to as 'Sites Linking In', this is
the number of sites linking to acurazine. An estimate of this site's popularity. Updated Daily.
Competition exists in all industries. But how do you get ahead of the competition when they are
working to do the same? Measure your site's popularity with Alexa's traffic analysis tools. Sign
up for one of our pro plans to certify your site and access:. Estimates are based on traffic
patterns across millions of web users throughout the world, and use data normalization to
correct for biases. In global internet traffic and engagement over the past 90 days. Improving
your Alexa Rank. Start free trial for all social. Start free trial for all link. Start free trial for all
direct. Get access to more tools with a free day trial of Alexa's Advanced plan. Install the Alexa
Browser Extension to get free competitive intelligence about millions of websites while you
browse the web. Welcome to Alexa's Site Overview Enter a site above to get started. Overview
Find, Reach, and Convert Your Audience Get free, customized ideas to outsmart competitors
and take your search marketing results to the next level with Alexa's Site Overview tool. You'll
find the tools you need to drive more traffic, including: Keyword research Competitive analysis
Content and SEO audits Audience analysis Website traffic statistics Start Your Free Trial
Keyword opportunities breakdown Keyword Opportunities Breakdown These are customized
keyword recommendations this site could target to drive more traffic. Keyword Gaps. Keyword
Opportunities Breakdown These are customized keyword recommendations this site could
target to drive more traffic. Top industry topics by social Engagement Top Industry Topics by
Social Engagement Topics that this site and its competitors published articles on that were
mentioned in public Twitter or Reddit posts. Comparison metrics Comparison Metrics These
metrics show how this site compares to its competitors. Comparison Metrics These metrics
show how this site compares to its competitors. Search Traffic The percentage of organic
search referrals to this site. Search Traffic Competitor Average The average search traffic
percentage for this site's competitors. Bounce rate Percentage of visits to the site that consist
of a single pageview. Bounce rate Competitor Average The average bounce rate for this site's
competitors. This site. Competitor Average The average search traffic percentage for this site's
competitors. Competitor Average The average bounce rate for this site's competitors. Top
Keywords by traffic Top Keywords by Traffic Top organic keywords that are driving traffic to
this site. Top Keywords by Traffic Top organic keywords that are driving traffic to this site.
Search Traffic. Search Traffic Search Traffic The percentage of organic search referrals to this
site that come from this keyword. Similar Sites by Audience Overlap Similar Sites by Audience
Overlap Sites that share the same visitors and search keywords with this site, sorted by most
overlap to least overlap. How to use similar sites. Similar Sites by Audience Overlap Sites that
share the same visitors and search keywords with this site, sorted by most overlap to least
overlap. Similar sites. Alexa Rank. Daily Time on Site Average time in minutes and seconds that
a visitor spends on this site each day. This site ranks:. Daily Time on Site Daily Time on Site
Average time in minutes and seconds that a visitor spends on this site each day. Drive More
Traffic Improve results from search and content marketing. Keyword Gaps This site is not
gaining any traffic from these keywords. Avg Traffic to Competitors An estimate of the traffic
that competitors are getting for this keyword. Search Popularity An estimate of how frequently
this keyword is searched across all search engines. Keywords driving traffic to competitors, but
not to this site Keyword Gaps This site is not gaining any traffic from these keywords. Traffic to
Competitors Avg Traffic to Competitors An estimate of the traffic that competitors are getting
for this keyword. Search Popularity Search Popularity An estimate of how frequently this
keyword is searched across all search engines. Traffic to Competitors. Start free trial for all
Keywords. Easy-to-Rank Keywords. Easy-to-Rank Keywords This site does not rank for these

popular keywords, but they could if they wanted to. Relevance to this Site An estimate of how
relevant a keyword is to this site. Popular keywords within this site's competitive power
Easy-to-Rank Keywords This site does not rank for these popular keywords, but they could if
they wanted to. Relevance to this site Relevance to this Site An estimate of how relevant a
keyword is to this site. Buyer Keywords. Buyer Keywords These keywords include certain
phrases commonly associated with purchases. Organic Competition An estimate of how
difficult it is to rank highly for this keyword in organic search. Keywords that show a high
purchase intent Buyer Keywords These keywords include certain phrases commonly
associated with purchases. Organic Competition Organic Competition An estimate of how
difficult it is to rank highly for this keyword in organic search. Optimization Opportunities.
Optimization Opportunities Growing traffic for these popular keywords may be easier than
trying to rank for brand new keywords. Organic Share of Voice The percentage of all searches
for this keyword that sent traffic to this website. Very popular keywords already driving some
traffic to this site. Organic Share of Voice Organic Share of Voice The percentage of all searches
for this keyword that sent traffic to this website. How to Analyze Competitor Keywords A
competitor keyword analysis is a great way to find the best keyword opportunities, and solidify
your content marketing and SEO strategy. Outperform the Competition Benchmark and track
your performance relative to your competitors. Percentage overall site traffic from each
channel. No Data. Start free trial for all sources. Referral Sites. Sites by Referrals Ordered by
how many other websites link to them, which can be used to evaluate a site's reputation on the
internet. About Sites Linking In. Sites by how many other sites drive traffic to them Sites by
Referrals Ordered by how many other websites link to them, which can be used to evaluate a
site's reputation on the internet. Start free trial for all Referral Sites. Top Keywords. Search
Traffic The percentage of organic search referrals to this site that come from this keyword.
Share of Voice Organic Share of Voice The percentage of all searches for this keyword that sent
traffic to this website. Audience Overlap Similar sites that share the same visitors and search
keywords with this site. Alexa Rank A relative level of audience overlap between this site and
similar sites. Similar Sites to This Site. Alexa Rank Alexa Rank An estimate of this site's
popularity. Start free trial for all Similar Sites. Traffic and Performance Measure your site's
popularity with Alexa's traffic analysis tools. Alexa Rank Estimate Estimated Metrics Estimates
are based on traffic patterns across millions of web users throughout the world, and use data
normalization to correct for biases. About estimated metrics. Estimated Metrics Estimates are
based on traffic patterns across millions of web users throughout the world, and use data
normalization to correct for biases. Audience Geography Estimate Estimated Metrics Estimates
are based on traffic patterns across millions of web users throughout the world, and use data
normalization to correct for biases. United States. Start free trial for all Audience Metrics. Site
Metrics Estimate Estimated Metrics Estimates are based on traffic patterns across millions of
web users throughout the world, and use data normalization to correct for biases. Engagement
Past 90 Days. Traffic Sources Past 30 Days. Start free trial for all Traffic Sources. Site Flow Past
60 Days. Visited just before Visited just before Sites that people visited immediately before this
one. Visited just before Sites that people visited immediately before this one. Visited right after
Visited right after Sites that people visited immediately after this one. Visited right after Sites
that people visited immediately after this one. Calculating Sites Linking In. Total Sites Linking In
Sites that link to this site, recalculated weekly. Start free trial for all Sites Linking In. Recurring
Site Audits give you an action plan to keep your site fully optimized for search. Audience
Analysis Tools identify the sites and topics your audience cares about most. Backlink Analysis
Tools identify link building and partnership opportunities to help grow your authority and traffic.
Your vehicle, defined by you. Unleash your creativity with luxury car accessories that fit your
lifestyle. Add your own signature touches and take ILX to roads less traveled. With Acura
Genuine Accessories, choose from an array of features that bring performance and
aerodynamic precision to your Acura. Opt for striking details that make ILX uniquely yours.
Customize ILX to fit your needs, inside and out. Leave a bolder impression with Acura Genuine
Accessories that take the aggressive character and style of your TLX to the next level. Choose
from a range of Acura Genuine Accessories to give your luxury sedan added utility and a
distinct look. Help protect from wear and tear with Premium Floor Mats. From roof boxes and
trailer hitches to all-season floor mats and rear seat covers, these precision-crafted accessories
integrate seamlessly into your lifestyle. Get outside with the unique additions of Acura Genuine
Accessories. Take form and function to the next level with accents and attachments that help
you reach any destination in style. Whatever the journey ahead, the MDX is ready to perform.
Our attachments and upgrades help the MDX adapt to your lifestyle. Equip your MDX with
interior accessories and ready it for any challenge you take on. Acura Genuine Accessories
offer the perfect balance of crafted touches, bold design, and protection from the elements.

Your location will be used to find dealers, inventory, and offers in your area. We were unable to
retrieve your location, please enter your ZIP code. Acura vehicle accessory costs, labor and
installation vary. Dealers set their own prices. Please consult your selected dealer. Certified
Pre-Owneds. Finance Helpful Links. Acura Accessories Your vehicle, defined by you. See
Details. Explore Exterior Accessories. Build Your RDX. Back to top. There's a new Infiniti QX60
on deck. It's expected to debut sometime in , most likely for the model year. We recently had a
taste of what's to come with the QX60 Monograph Prototype , at least on the outside. How can
we be sure this is a shot of the next QX60's greenhouse? There's no way to independently verify
the photo, and the shot doesn't offer any clear view of an Infiniti logo. However, the post also
includes a video showing a full QX60 prototype in motion, and it looks pretty much identical to
the QX60 Monograph we saw just a few days ago. You can catch the video in the source link at
the end of the article. In simple terms, this appears to be the real deal. As such, the takeaway is
that Infiniti will follow the trend of interior minimalism seen from other automakers. Compared
to the current QX60, the center stack is far cleaner with a wide floating touchscreen positioned
above narrow HVAC vents. The current model is packed with a dizzying array of buttons for
stereo and climate functions, but that's all gone here with just two dials positioned on another
digital display below the vents. A few necessary buttons still exist in the center console, and the
tall shifter stalk is replaced with a small palm shifter. It's a thoroughly modern update for the
swanky crossover. Based on our experience with the QX60 Monograph, the next-gen model
should be just as attractive on the outside. Sleeker lines with a bold grille and flared wheel
arches blend to create an elegantly aggressive appearance, and the Monograph's backside with
thin taillights and eye-catching lower fascia are major improvements from the current model.
The prototype on video in the Instagram post shows a nearly identical lower rear fascia, and
while the taillights are covered, it appears they're narrow as seen on the Monograph. All in all, it
looks like Infiniti could have a winner on its hands with the next QX We can't wait to see this
SUV revealed so we can put it to the test. Home Infiniti News Spy Shots. Oct 02, at am ET. By :
Christopher Smith. It's a very clean look. Gallery: Infiniti QX60 Monograph. Car Buying Service
Get upfront price offers on local inventory. Search for: New Cars. Used Cars. Spy Shots. Sign In
or Sign Up. All vehicle manufacturers are required by U. AHM is searching for certain RDXs with
a client complaint of a noise coming from the front dampers while driving. Service Bulletin There is a squeaking or creaking from the front suspension area when going over bumps or
rough roads. Dealer message - American Honda Motor Co. The front brakes stop squealing
once they are warmed up. The front brakes stop squealing when they are warmed up. Humid air
within the intake tract may condense and accumulate excessive moisture during steady driving.
Service Bulletin - There is a popping or crackling from the speakers, a blank display, or no
sound from the audio system. You may also see a Network Loss message. ServiceNews Article
- We've been getting reports that incorrect parts are being ordered when trying to order an
infotainment control unit from Denso. Tech Line Summary Article - There was a provisional
procedure provided to all field engineers to attempt the repair of certain clients' vehicles that
might have experienced issues related to the MOST connectors, resulting in the audio The log
helps troubleshoot intermittent MOST bus network failures. We've got some valuable
information for you, so check it out! Service Bulletin - Vehicles with system software version D.
To correct this, an audio software update is available. Service Bulletin - The Display Audio
screen may show the clock off by 1 hour. This is caused by a software issue that stores the
incorrect date in the audio unit. Tech Line Summary Article - Are your client's complaining that
their stored navigation favorites have been lost and they can't add them again after the recent
OTA update? This issue can be easily fixed with a factory data reset of the Dealer Message Today, August 28, , Acura is announcing a product update for certain RDX vehicles where the
display audio system may not show the correct time. ServiceNews Article - There's a video
going around on YouTube and online forums that claims to fix an issue where the audio unit
stays on with the ignition turned to OFF. ServiceNews Article - Are you hearing a popping or
crackling from the speakers? This may be due to a connection issue in the MOST bus network,
which can be identified by the unique red and green connectors at each component of the AHM
is searching for certain RDXs with a client complaint of a noise coming from the front windows
when opening or closing. Tech Line Summary Article - Does your client notice white smudging
on the wind deflector? Moisture interacting with the wind deflector is the reason why. Service
Bulletin - When the front passenger seat is occupied, and the vehicle is turning, a tick or click is
heard. There is too much clearance in the front passenger lower seat frame around the area of
the seat weight sensor bracket. AcuraZine is the Web's largest unofficial community dedicated
exclusively to enthusiasts of Acura Automobiles. AcuraZine is the Acura Club Magazine. We
offer discussion forums, parts reviews lancerShopper , a Lancer registry, plus news, articles
and more. Yes No 0. We have a full online store, message board, and tech articles. We are the

orginal and largest RSX and k-series authority. NSX Prime. Official NSXPrime. Welcome to the
NSX The original Honda Acura forum, operating for over 10 years! Packed with Honda videos,
technical information, concept cars and DIY installs. Super Honda is free for all Honda
enthusiasts. Team Integra is a forum dedicated to Acura Integra enthusiasts. Join our forums to
meet other integra owners and see pictures of their modified Acuras. Honda Acura Technical
Performance Parts and Tuning Forums for Honda car automobile motorcycle racing enthusiasts
with videos, photo gallery and news. Honda forum for honda and Acura car owners. Message
board for honda community. Need someone to check out a ZR in San Diego. Paint colors. Silent
southbend clutch and flywheel noise?. What brand of rims are these??. New Posts. Popular
Discussions. Any member f Find used cars and new cars for sale at AutoTrader. With millions of
cars, finding your next new car or used car and the car reviews and information you're looking
for is easy at AutoTrader. Automotive Forums. Discuss any automotive topic with thousands of
other auto enthusiasts,. Log in to your Honda Owner Link account and manage your vehicle
service information, maintenance schedule, financial services, and find recall information. Auto
chat forums with discussions about domestics, imports, classics, exotics, sports cars, 4x4s,
and many other vehicles. Find specs for cool cars, download car wallpapers and read the latest
automotive news. Taste the Rainbow: The Gullwing Convention. More Links For Acura Parts.
More Links For Acura Accessories. Unbiased car reviews and over a million opinions and
photos from real people. Use CarGurus to find the best used car deals. VWvortex is the worlds
largest Volkswagen enthusiast website. With all the latest news, reviews, first drives, photo
galleries and our community discussions forums. Research and cars on Car and Driver. Our
new car reviews and car buying resources help you make informed decisions. Car and Driver
car reviews are designed to help you to make a smart purchase. Search new and used cars,
research models, and compare cars, all online at carmax. This is a discussion forum powered
by vBulletin. Let Kelley Blue Book help you find the right car today! Begin your car search at
kbb. Whats your car worth? Research car quotes, photos, videos, reviews, and more from the
automotive industry experts. Blue Book Values you can trust. Use Cars. Our easy-to-use online
tools put you a step ahead in your next vehicle purchase. Reviewed on Jan 1st, Tagged as: RSX
, acura cl , acura rdx , acura rl , acura tl. Competing rank. Create widget. Create your widget.
Domain name. Top alternate of acurazine. See evolutionm. Tagged as: evo viii , evolution viii ,
lancer evo. List of acurazine. See clubrsx. Tagged as: Honda , K-Series , K See nsxprime.
Tagged as: , , Honda. See superhonda. Tagged as: Honda Acura forum , acura car forums ,
acura forum. See passatworld. See team-integra. Tagged as: 91 integra , 92 gs r , Type R. See
autopia. See hondacarforum. See drivewire. Tagged as: auto accessories , auto parts , car parts.
See hondaclub. Tagged as: civic si , civic sir , concept cars. See audiforums. See myz. See
g35driver. Tagged as: infiniti g35 , skyline. See acuraworld. See roadfly. Featuri
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yellowkey rental
ng car reviews, new car prices, used auto parts, and the world's largest automotive forum.
Tagged as: Used car values , autos for sale , buy a car. See vtec. See autotrader. See
automotiveforums. Discuss any automotive topic with thousands of other auto enthusiasts,
Similarity:. Tagged as: Forum , auto , automotive forums. See ahm-ownerlink. Tagged as:
maintenance schedule , vehicle service information. See carforums. Tagged as: SUVs , auto ,
automotive forums. See mbworld. See acuraautomotiveparts. Tagged as: Acura Parts , acura
carland. See cargurus. Tagged as: Reviews , autos , cars. See vwvortex. Tagged as: vwvortex.
See caranddriver. See carmax. Tagged as: car shopping , carmax , cars. See pistonheads.
Tagged as: Ferrari , News , cars. See acura-legend. Tagged as: Acura , Forum , Legend. See
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